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Abstract

Some problems and solutions for propagation of information updates across heterogeneous
subsystems within hospitals are discussed� The presented extended schema architecture for
federated database systems is the basis for algorithms that restore the integrity of replicated
information when changes occur�

� Introduction

The purpose of a hospital information system �HIS	 is to manage the information that health
professionals need to perform their jobs e
ectively and e�ciently �SPFW��� Integrated sys�
tems which satisfy all requirements on information processing in hospitals are not available�
even if some vendors promise this� Also� from an economical perspective� it is desirable to
install a number of applications� which e
ectively support the speci�c needs of the individual
organizational units of a hospital� Typical examples are systems for patient registration� admis�
sion� discharge and transfer� appointment scheduling� management of laboratory tests as well as
decision support for medical treatment� This situation naturally leads to a collection of hetero�
geneous subsystems scattered across the hospital� To e
ectively support the work in hospitals�
it is necessary to integrate these subsystems avoiding multiple entry of the same information
and inconsistencies among information that is stored in di
erent subsystems� Integration is a
decisive factor for the successful operation of a computer�based HIS �ESP��� The integration
of data from various sources in the hospital produces a rich database supporting health profes�
sionals with their work� A modular system of interoperable and cooperating subsystems� which
retain their autonomy as far as reasonable� is required�

As a small portion� Figure � illustrates the overlapping areas of information relevant for
individual subsystems in hospitals for a laboratory� a radiology and an administration subsystem�
It is important to note that it is not the goal to provide access from all places in the hospitals to
all the information that is relevant for the hospital� but to integrate the overlapping areas� The
basic patient data such as name and birthday are in the overlapping area of all systems� but
insurance information and therapy results are only relevant to some subsystems� Note� however�
that the sizes of the areas in Figure � are not proportional� only the structural segmentation is
illustrated�

A major need of HISs is� therefore� the integration of the overlapping areas of information
stored among di
erent and heterogeneous applications� even if they have been developed at
di
erent times� by di
erent vendors and with di
erent technologies� An open federation of
autonomous but interworking systems should provide optimized support to the speci�c needs of
the individual units by enabling di
erent vendors to o
er specialized applications and allowing
the users to select the most e
ective solutions for their needs�
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Figure �� The overlapping areas of information stored among subsystems in hospitals�

However� most current work on federated database systems is concerned with o
ering access
for global applications to information that is stored in several dissimilar systems� Another
concern is integrity maintenance across autonomous systems �CT��� In hospitals� replicating
information among several autonomous subsystems is a central issue�

The purpose of this paper is to study some problems and solutions of propagation of in�
formation updates across heterogeneous subsystems within hospitals� The general structure of
our presented architecture is based on the reference architecture for federated database systems
�SL�� and adapted to the speci�c demands on integration of replicated information� This ar�
chitecture is the basis for algorithms that restore the integrity of replicated information when
changes occur�

The current state of the art in connecting subsystems within hospitals through communica�
tion servers is discussed in Section � and our software architecture for integration of replicated
information within hospitals is presented in Section �� Section � discusses some related work
and Section � draws some conclusions�

� Current state of the art� connecting subsystems within hos�

pitals through communication servers

To connect heterogeneous subsystems in hospitals� communication servers are often deployed
�PD��� Figure � displays an example con�guration of a HIS with a central communication
server� In this con�guration� a laboratory� a radiology� two wards� an administration� and
a pharmacy application are connected by the server� The communication server enables the
subsystems to send message to each other� Each subsystem is connected to the communication
server and sends messages only to this server� The communication server determines the receiver
and forwards the message� Hospital communication servers usually support standard protocols
such as HL� �Ham�� and the translation across di
erent protocols when forwarding messages�

The requirement for building complex systems that combine heterogeneous subsystems can
be met at the low level of interconnectivity or at the higher level of interoperability �PBE���
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Figure �� A possible con�guration for the integration of a distributed HIS through a communi�
cation server�

Interconnectivity simply supports system communication� while interoperability additionally
supports systems to cooperate in the joint execution of tasks� A communication server only
supports interconnectivity� the subsystems themselves

� need to know where to send which messages�

� must take the initiative to update replicas and send messages for this purpose� and

� must be aware to receive messages from other systems and store the message contents
appropriately in their local data stores�

With an integration that is based on a communication server� it is not known at the integration
level at which sites data actually is stored� It is only known that data is exchanged� A commu�
nication server does not know whether data is replicated or just needed temporarily by a client
for answering a user query�

With a tightly coupled federated database system whose data integration is on the basis
of schema integration� the federation layer is capable of supporting subsystems to interoperate�
Instead of enabling the subsystems with a communication server to send messages for information
exchange� the exchange of information can be accomplished through updates of replicated data
in subsystems by the federation layer as will be discussed in Section ��

� A federated software architecture for integrity maintenance

of replicated information

A database system �DBS	 consists of a database management system and one or more databases
that it manages� In a federated DBS� both global applications and local applications are sup�
ported �SL��� The local applications remain autonomous� but must restrict their autonomy to
some extent to participate in the federation� Global applications can access multiple local DBSs
through the federation layer� The federation layer can also control global integrity constraints
such as data value dependencies across multiple component DBSs�

This section presents our federated software architecture which has been designed according
to the speci�c requirements of integrating replicated information among heterogeneous HISs�
The following subsections present an extended schema architecture and the associated algorithms
that restore the integrity of replicated information when changes occur�



��� The schema architecture

For federated DBSs� the traditional three�level schema architecture �Dat�� must be extended
to support the dimensions of distribution� heterogeneity� and autonomy� The generally accepted
reference architecture for schemas in tightly coupled federated DBSs is presented in �SL�� and�
in the same form� in �PBE�� where approaches to object�orientation in multidatabase systems
are surveyed� The diagram in Figure � displays this schema architecture which presents� apart
from the dots that indicate repetition� one possible con�guration of a federated database system�
The edges between the schemas in Figure � correspond to software processors as indicated in
the right hand column of Figure ��

As discussed in �SL��� several options in the schema and processing architecture are avail�
able� some of which are�

� Any number of external schemas can be de�ned� each with its own �ltering processor�

� Any number of federated schemas can be de�ned� each with its own constructing processor�

A tightly coupled federated DBS with multiple federations allows the tailoring of the use
of the federated DBS with respect to multiple classes of federation users with di
erent
data access requirements�

� Schemas on all levels� except the local and federated schemas� are optional and may be
combined into a single schema of another level�

� A component DBS can participate in more than one federation and continue the operation
of local applications�

Note� that a schema architecture which consists of just one federated schema and some local
schemas concurs with the ��level schema architecture of �SL��� The other levels contain no
schemas in this case�

These constraints are not de�ned formally in �SL��� Below� an extended model for our
tightly coupled federated DBS architecture will be presented in a semi�formal way by means of
an object�oriented modeling technique�

It is rather obvious that the reference schema architecture has been designed primarily to
support global access to the component DBSs� only secondarily to support integrity control�
Therefore� we extend the reference schema architecture of �SL�� with import� export and im�
port�export distinction for public schemas to adequately support the algorithms for changing
replicated information� Figure � displays a generic metamodel for this extended schema ar�
chitecture for federated DBSs using the Uni�ed Modeling Language �UML	 notation for class
diagrams �RSC��� In this model� some of the constraints and options for the architecture are
de�ned by means of the cardinalities at the associations� The distinct classes of Public Schemas

replace the export schemas in the reference architecture of �SL���
Specifying an import schema in our architecture is a subscription to change noti�cations

for the corresponding data� Export schemas specify data to be exported to other systems�
Import�export schemas de�ne data to be both imported and exported� The schema types
determine the change algorithms for integration of replicated information as will be discussed
below�

To explain the diagram in Figure �� Rectangles are the UML symbols for classes� In UML�
cardinalities for associations are speci�ed through numerical ranges at the association links� The
default cardinality is �� If the cardinality speci�cation comprises a single star� then it denotes
the unlimited non�negative integer range �zero or more	� The arrows attached to the association
names indicate the direction for reading the names which are annotations to associations �called
name direction	 �RSC���

The association between local schema and component schema in Figure � speci�es that
each component schema is transformed from exactly one local schema� but each local schema
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Figure �� Modeling the extended ��level schema architecture as a UML class diagram �RSC���



can be transformed into multiple component schemas when the corresponding component DBS
participates in more than one federation�

A constraint in UML is a semantic relationship among model elements that speci�es condi�
tions which must be maintained �RSC��� A constraint represents semantic information attached
to a model element syntactically enclosed in braces� The prede�ned or�constraints indicate sit�
uations in which only one of several potential associations may be instantiated at one time for
any single object� This is shown as a dashed line connecting two or more associations� all of
which must have a class in common� with the constraint forg labeling the dashed line� Any
instance of the class may only participate in at most one of the associations at one time� This
is simply a particular use of the constraint notation�

Each Public Schema is �ltered from at least one component or local schema and integrated
into exactly one federated schema� Each external schema is derived from either one federated
or one local schema� etc� External schemas which are directly derived from local schemas are
used for local applications�

Inheritance is shown in UML as a solid�line path from the sub�class to the super�class�
with a large hollow triangle at the end of the path where it meets the super�class �RSC��� In
Figure �� Public Schema is an abstract class �Mey���� The concrete classes Export Schema�
Import Schema� and Import�Export Schema inherit all associations from Public Schema� There
will be no instances �schemas	 of the abstract class Public Schema in an instantiated schema
architecture�

The diagram in Figure � �apart from the dots that indicate repetition	 can be regarded as
an instance of the model in Figure �� The model in Figure � is a meta model for schemas and
their associations�

��� Change algorithms

Our schema architecture is the basis for algorithms that restore the integrity of replicated infor�
mation when changes occur� For generality� we use the term change for insertion� deletion and
update of data� Below� a change algorithm with one master copy for data items and a change
algorithm with multiple master copies for data items are motivated and discussed� In the sequel�
the speci�cation of change propagation and the detection of changes are discussed�

����� Change algorithm with one master copy for data items

As discussed in �SWG���� each datum in a distributed DBS for electronic medical records �and�
consequently� in a HIS	 should have only one master copy at which changes are allowed� Note�
however� that such a master �server	 can cooperate with multiple clients that intend to modify
the datum� The restriction to one master copy does not imply a restriction for data entry from
just one location within a hospital�

A system that is the client in one situation may be the server in another situation provided
only one system is the master for a particular datum� A datum may be allowed to reside in
multiple places �replica	� but changes must be handled through the master who forwards the
changes to all places where copies of this datum exist�

Figure � illustrates an example scenario for changing replicas� Component DBS � exports
a datum through an export schema� Data about the same real world phenomenon is stored in
component DBSs �� � and �� The latter three component DBSs import this datum through
some import schemas� Component DBSs � and � share the same import schema� To integrate
the semantic replication of the same real world phenomenon� the federated schema relates the
corresponding parts of export schema � to the corresponding parts of import schemas � and ��
A change event in component DBS � on an exported data item triggers corresponding change
operations of the replicas which are imported by the other three component DBSs� The dotted
lines illustrate the data �ow�
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Figure �� An example scenario for changing replicas� The model in Figure � is the meta model

for the schemas and their associations in this scenario� The dotted lines illustrate the data �ow�

The federated schema relates elements of export and import schemas to each other� in which
each element relates exactly one export element to one or more import elements� This constraint
should be enforced by the integration tools�

����� Change algorithm with multiple master copies for data items

There exists the need to integrate pre�existing legacy database and �le systems into HISs� Typ�
ically� these legacy information systems have evolved over many years and play a crucial role in
the day�to�day information processing of the hospital� They are often di�cult to modify and
virtually impossible to rewrite�

There is� therefore� a need to provide techniques not only for accessing the data which is
locked inside these systems from newer systems� but also for providing a strategy which allows
the gradual migration of the systems to new platforms and architectures� A smooth migration
from legacy systems to modern information systems can be accomplished with federated DBSs
�RS���

To integrate replicated information across legacy systems� it cannot be expected that only
one master copy for each datum exists at which changes are allowed� because legacy systems
usually store the data in their own repositories where the data items must be considered as
master copies� To incorporate such situations in which multiple master copies for speci�c data
items are needed� the import�export schemas can be used in our architecture� An import�export
schema speci�es that the corresponding data items are imported as well as exported�

The di
erence to a combination of an import with an export schema is that data which is
changed by the federation layer does not trigger additional changes to be propagated by the
federation layer� Only changes by local applications trigger change events to be propagated by
the federation layer�

This mechanism avoids endless loops of changes by the federation layer when the same infor�
mation is exported as well as imported by multiple component DBSs� However� import�export
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schemas should only be used when multiple master copies for speci�c data items are required�
For import�export schemas we do not have the constraint that only one data source is allowed�

����� Speci�cation of change propagation

For the speci�cation of change mechanisms� agents connected to the component DBSs are in�
troduced as active DBSs �WC��� Figure � illustrates this division of labor between kernel and
agents� The local database management systems of the component DBSs consider the active
agents as local applications�

This way� the kernel of the federation layer sees the component DBSs as active DBSs� An
active DBS is an extended conventional DBS which has the capability to monitor prede�ned
situations �situations of interest	 and to react with de�ned actions �WC��� Such re�active
behavior is generally expressed by the so�called event�condition�action rules �ECA rules	 which
de�ne what to do if a certain situation occurs in the DBS� ECA rules are a promising principle
not only for integrity enforcement in single� centralized DBSs� but also for federated DBSs
�CT��� The active rule mechanism can be considered as a communication mechanism between
the component DBSs and the federation layer� Therefore� it is rather straightforward to use
ECA rules to specify integrity constraints for replicas and actions which have to be executed in
case of potential integrity violations�

Let ExportSchemas denote the set of export schemas� ImportSchemas denote the set of
import schemas and ImExSchemas denote the set of import�export schemas� The change mech�
anisms for our architecture are speci�ed as follows�

� ES� ExportSchemas � ImExSchemas �
on event�ES	
if � IS� ImportSchemas � ImExSchemas j dependence �ES� IS	
then �� change dependent values�

� IS � ImportSchemas � ImExSchemas j dependence �ES� IS	 � change �IS	



Note� however� that this is only a super�cial speci�cation of the general mechanisms� For a
detailed speci�cation� it would be necessary to specify the structure of the schemas and the
functions event� dependence and change which operate on the schemas� The change function
must not raise events on ImExSchemas� A detailed and exhaustive formal speci�cation is beyond
the scope of the present paper which focuses on the overall system architecture and the general
mechanisms of the associated algorithms�

The execution of rules consists of two phases� In the �rst phase� which is triggered by the
occurrence of the corresponding event� the condition of the rule is evaluated� If the evaluation
yields true� the second phase� which is the execution of the action part of the rule� is started�

Both� condition evaluation and action execution� are performed in transaction boundaries�
These transactions are called triggered transactions whereas the transaction in which the event
occurs is called triggering transaction� Coupling modes between triggering and triggered trans�
actions determine when the triggered transactions are executed �WC��� For our approach� the
decoupled mode is most reasonable� as we should not restrict the autonomy of component DBSs
more than necessary�

In HIS� there occur predominantly insertions of new information� modi�cations of existing
information occur very seldom� Therefore� a weaker consistency criterion is acceptable� you
rarely see outdated information that has been updated somewhere else� You only see new
inserted information later on� Therefore� it is reasonable to execute the change operations in
separate transactions in this environment� Furthermore� immediate and deferred coupling would
restrict the autonomy substantially�

Rule processing is subject to in�nite loops� that is� rules may trigger one another inde�nitely�
In general� it is an undecidable problem to determine in advance whether rules are guaranteed to
terminate� although conservative algorithms have been proposed that warn the rule programmer
when looping is possible �AHW��� A prevention against in�nite loops in our architecture is the
prohibition of cycles in dependencies among import and export schemas via component and
federated schemas�

����� Detecting changes by the active agents

How do the agents �nd out about changes to data� To solve this problem� a balance between
autonomy and integration must be found� Some approaches are�

� Some DBSs o
er active mechanisms such as triggers to detect and announce changes
�WC��� With the availability of active mechanisms� local applications do not have to be
changed� triggers are assigned to monitor changes of exported data�

� If a component DBS does not support such detecting techniques� polling techniques can
be deployed�

� The evaluation of system data can be used to detect the speci�c operations� For
instance� the transactions log �le can be monitored �EK���

� Changes can be detected by comparing data snapshots� Keys can be used to e�ciently
compute the changes� as described in �LGM���

� In client�server systems� an interface between application and server can be used to analyze
the client requests and announce detected changes �KLB���

� If the component DBS is an object�oriented DBS� the stored objects can be modi�ed by an
overriding technique �SS��� Any critical method will have to be re�ned by adding opera�
tions that announce changes� This approach restricts the autonomy of local applications�
since the local applications are changed�

However� a promising approach in a hospital setting is the following�



� Wrapping HL��messages� HL� is a de�facto standard for data exchange between commer�
cial systems for hospitals �McD���

A HL� message is a string� which contains mandatory and optional segments �Ham��� These
segments consist of several �elds� The syntax of version ��� of HL� messages is de�ned informally
in �HLG��� To gain an insight into the structure of the HL� message types� we analyzed the
informal description of HL� from �HLG�� and de�ned an object�oriented modeled for the data
structure of HL� messages �HK��� This model can be used as the basis for the component
schema of the corresponding component DBS� which could be speci�ed using� e�g�� the object
de�nition language of ODMG�� �Cat��� The corresponding agent would intercept the HL�
messages from the subsystem and announce changes when they are detected� The forthcoming
version � of HL� will be accompanied with an object�oriented data model �RQ��� This will
simplify the task of wrapping HL��messages�

� Related work

In �RHC���� the techniques for federated DBSs are being deployed in the application domain
of HISs� whereby the management of changes to the structure of federated DBSs is discussed�
However� this approach does not discuss integrity control for replicated information�

Replicated data is employed in distributed DBSs to enhance data availability and perfor�
mance� multiple copies of some data items are maintained� typically on separate sites� so that
the data item can be retrieved even if some copies of the data item cannot be accessed due to
system failures� However� this bene�t of data availability is only realized at the cost of elaborate
algorithms that hide the underlying complexity of maintaining multiple copies of a single data
item� The di�culty lies in keeping the copies consistent with each other while at the same
time maximizing the data availability and performance� The algorithms which address these
problems are called replica control algorithms �BHG����

With failures� however� writing all copies within a transaction can cause inde�nite blocking�
which is unacceptable in practice� Hence the write�all approach can be modi�ed to write all
copies available to the transaction coordinator� Unavailable replicas receive changes on a deferred
basis� The most commonly known protocol of this genre is the primary copy protocol� A
two�phased commit protocol is required to guarantee a consistent view of the replica ���copy�
serializability �BHG���	� To some extent� the basic principle of this protocol can be compared
to our change algorithm with one master copy for data items� but we do not guarantee a
consistent view of the replica since the changes are not executed in transaction boundaries�
Also� for distributed DBSs it has been suggested to replace the ��copy�serializability with� e�g��
��serializability to allow asynchronous updates �PL��� Temporary inconsistencies in replicas
may be seen by queries with this asynchronous approach�

The integration of replicated information across autonomous subsystems within hospitals
can only be achieved by weakening the autonomy requirements of component DBSs� Therefore�
a way has to be found for introducing global integrity maintenance without restricting local
autonomy too much� Our approach preserves a high degree of local autonomy by applying
mechanisms of active databases on the global level of integrity maintenance through decoupling
triggered and triggering transactions�

Decoupling of triggered and triggering transaction of change operations is reasonable in HISs�
because therein predominantly insertions of new information occur� you rarely see outdated
information that has been updated somewhere else� you only see new inserted information later
on� Therefore� the weaker consistency is acceptable in this environment� Additionally� lazy

replication algorithms that asynchronously propagate replica changes to other subsystems after
the updating transaction commits are less deadlock prone than eager replication algorithms that
propagate replica changes before the updating transaction commits� because the transactions
have shorter duration �GHOS���



� Conclusions

A HIS is a complex system of systems which requires a well designed organization at the software
architecture level� For digital information that is needed in hospitals� it is a major requirement
to integrate the replicas of information about the same real world phenomenon which are stored
in dissimilar and autonomous subsystems�

This paper presents our approach to federated integration of replicated information within
hospitals� An architecture which is based on the reference architecture for federated database
systems �SL�� and adapted to the speci�c demands on integration of replicated information is
presented� This architecture is the basis for associated algorithms that restore the integrity of
replicated information when changes occur� The change algorithms are based on the schema
architecture� This approach keeps these algorithms simple and the analysis of the dependencies
within the schema architecture can be used to detect possibly in�nite loops of change propagation
or deadlocks�

The schema architecture is extended to support change algorithms with one or multiple
master copies for data items� Multiple master copies for data items should be avoided �SWG���
GHOS��� but sometimes legacy systems have to be integrated which store the data in their own
repositories� However� a federated architecture supports a smooth migration from legacy systems
to modern information systems which do not require multiple master copies�

In contrast to the current state of the art in connecting subsystems within hospitals through
communication servers� a tightly coupled federated DBS whose data integration is on the basis
of schema integration is capable of supporting subsystems to interoperate� Instead of enabling
the subsystems to send messages for information exchange� the exchange of information is ac�
complished through updates of replicated data in subsystems by the federation layer� which
knows the dependencies among replicas� This approach allows to analyze and optimize the data
�ow within hospitals�
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